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Abstract
This paper summarizes a method that solves both the
three dimensional thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations
and the Euler equations using overset structured and
solution adaptive unstructured grids with applications to
helicopter rotor fiowfields. The overset structured grids
use an implicit finite-difference method to solve the
thin-layer Navier-Stokes/Euler equations while the
unstructured grid uses an explicit finite-volume method
to solve the Euler equations. Solutions on a helicopter
rotor in hover show the ability to accurately convect the
rotor wake. However, isotropic subdivision of the
tetrahedral mesh rapidly increases the overall problem
size.
Introduction
A helicopter rotor blade generates a vortical wake
that has a large effect on its performance, vibrations and
noise. In order to accurately predict the performance of
the rotor system, a numerical method must capture this
important feature. In the past, numerical methods have
relied upon empirically based models to approximate
the wake effect (references [1] - [71). More recently,
researchers have used various CFD methods such as
vorticity confinement coupled with full potential [8] and
Euler or Navier-Stokes with periodic boundary condi-
tions ([9] and [10]) in attempts to compute the wake
structure from first principles.
All the methods mentioned above use single-block,
body-conforming structured grids to discretize the entire
flow field. Topological restrictions in single-block grids
tend to degrade their efficient use in simulations of heli-
copter rotors. For example, single-block grids tend to
have excessive and poorly placed grid points that
increase required computer time, in-core memory and
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computer costs. Also, it is extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to employ single-block grid schemes for
rotor-body interactions where the relative motion
between aircraft components is important.
In response to these disadvantages, two methodolo-
gies have emerged. One method, by Barth [11] and
modified for rotary wing flows by Strawn and Barth
[12], uses unstructured adaptive grids and an explicit
time-integration finite-volume scheme. This method has
the ability to readily refine the grid around flow struc-
tures as demonstrated by Strawn et. al. [13]. However,
insufficient computer resources, inherent grid genera-
tion difficulties and solution accuracy within shear lay-
ers all tend to complicate large three-dimensional
viscous flowfield computations.
Duque and Srinivasan [141 and Meakin [151 use
overset structured grids for rotor computations. The
overset grids allow for well formed grids at the rotor
surface and separate grids to carry the wakes. These
structured grid methods use implicit solution methods
that allow for larger time steps compared to explicit
methods. However, current structured grid methods are
not well suited for three dimensional grid adaption for
vortex wakes and cannot adequately adapt to an
unsteady flowfield.
In contrast, dynamic unsteady remeshing and grid
adaptation on unstructured grids has been presented by
Lohner [16]. The ability to freely remove and add points
within regions of interest is a major advantage of
unstructured grids. In the wake of a helicopter blade, the
solution method needs to resolve the convecting tip vor-
tex and the vortex sheet. Unstructured grid methods
work well within these flow regions. In addition, grids
in this region do not require to be as fine as in viscous
boundary layer regions near body surfaces. Therefore,
the CFL limit of an explicit method does not constrain
the time step.
In this paper, the advantages of structured and
unstructured schemes are combined into a hybrid
method that solves both the three dimensional thin-layer
Navier-Stokes equations and Euler equations using
overset structured and unstructured grids. The overset
structuredgridsusethe methodologydeveloped by
Srinivasan, et. al. [10]. The structured grids are overset
onto an unstructured grid. The unstructured grid solu-
tion uses the method developed by Barth [11]. The
unstructured grid adapts to the solution using the suc-
cessive edge refinement and coarsening method of Bis-
was and Strawn [17].
The main objective of this paper is to determine grid
adaption requirements for general helicopter wakes. A
helicopter wake is unsteady and can interact with the
oncoming blades. It consists of a tip vortex, root vortex
and a vortical wake sheet. The paper presents a helicop-
ter rotor in hover as a model problem and uses a number
of different indicators to determine where to adapt the
unstructured grid. An attempt is made to find an optimal
indicator to identify helicopter wake regions. Results
show that the current mesh adaption scheme can suc-
cessfully refine the grid in rotor wake regions. However,
isotropic subdivision of the tetrahedral elements tends to
significantly increase the computer costs.
Mr,tkgaglg. 
The structured grid flow solver is that by Srinivasan,
et. al. [10]. This method solves the thin-layer Navier-
Stokes equations shown in Equation 1.
(EQ 1)
Reference [10] describes the finite-difference
implicit numerical scheme used for the solution of
Equation 1. Briefly, the numerical algorithm spatially
differences the flux terms using a Roe upwind-biased
scheme for all three coordinate directions with higher-
order MUSCL-type limiting to model shocks accurately.
The method advances the solution in time using the LU-
SGS (lower-upper symmetric Gauss-Seidei) implicit
scheme. Currently the scheme is third-order accurate in
space and first-order accurate in time. The solver
assumes fully turbulent flow for the blades and uses the
algebraic turbulence model of Baldwin and Lomax [ 18]
to estimate the eddy viscosity.
The unstructured grid flow solver is the code devel-
oped by Barth [11] and later modified by Strawn and
Barth [12] for rotary wing applications. This program
solves the finite-volume form of the Euler equations for
rotary wing aerodynamics, shown in Equation 2, where
u is the vector of primitive variables, density, velocity
and pressure, F is the flux vector, fl is the control vol-
ume and /_f_ is its surface area.
d(Ov')i+ I F(a, rl)dS = 0 (EQ2)
Special boundary conditions enforce the hovering
rotor solution in inertial space coordinates. For a rotor in
hover, the grid domain encompasses an appropriate
fraction of the rotor azimuth. The unstructured grid flow
solver then enforces the periodicity by forming control
volumes that include the information from opposite
sides of the domain. A no-slip boundary condition is
used on the blade surface.
At the far field boundaries, the flow field magnitudes
and direction depend upon the predicted rotor thrust as
described by Srinivasan, et. al. [10] and Strawn and
Barth [12]. This field is a linear superposition of
momentum and potential theory. Momentum theory
states that at some computed thrust and at some region
far away from the rotor plane, mass flows out at twice
the induced velocity at the rotor plane and over half its
area. With potential theory, the rotor acts like a potential
sink with the mass flux into the domain distributed over
some far field area. This combination of boundary con-
ditions yields a steady-state solution to the otherwise
unsteady rotor in hover problem.
With overset grids, a sequence of grid sub-domains
overlap. At the appropriate outer and resulting interior
boundaries, the conserved flow data are interpolated
between the separate grids. Consider, for example, the
simple three grid system in Figure 1, where grids 1 and
2 are structured grids and grid 3 is an unstructured grid.
Furthermore, grid 1 creates a hole within grid 2 and grid
2 creates a hole in grid 3. Grid 1 interpolates outer
boundary data from grid 2. Grid 2 interpolates outer
boundary from grid 3 and hole data from grid 1. Grid 3
obtains hole boundary data from grid 2.
Figure 1. Three Grid Example Case
The current method uses the edge subdivision meth-
odology developed by Biswas and Strawn [17],[19] to
adapt the unstructured grid to the solution. The adaption
scheme is applied in successive steps that either refine
or coarsen tetrahedral elements according edge-based
adaption indicator. The adaption method targets a user-
specified number of edges for coarsening or refinement.
The adaption indicator is a scalar function that
depends upon an appropriate combination of geometric
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andflowfieldinformation.Thispaperusesvorticity
magnitudeasthegeneraladaptionindicator.However,
thevorticitymagnitudeis highlynonlinearwithvery
highlevelsatthetipvortexandwakesheet.Scalingthe
vorticityby theedgelengthbetweentwonodesas
shownin Equation3 canalleviatexcessivegridclus-
teringatthesehighgradientregions.
indicator (c°J2+ °_jl)Led¢e
- 2 (EQ 3)
After each successive refinement step, the flow
solver updates the flow field data and further converges
the solution. However, the computed vorticity magni-
tude in the adapted region may further increase, causing
repeated subdivision near the vortex and in the wake
sheet. Excessive refinement can cause poor distribution
of grid points which results in an inefficient use of avail-
able computer memory. Constraining the levels of
refinement helps to more evenly distribute the grid
refinement. In the current work, the grids are allowed to
refine up to a maximum of three subdivision levels.
The helicopter rotor wake is the predominant flow
feature in hover. Further geometric constraints were
imposed to help improve the tip vortex resolution. The
final adaption indicator uses a scaled vorticity that
allows the grid to refine to only three levels. The adap-
tion is then limited to occur only within 2 chords of the
blade tip radius.
The rotor solutions in this paper use the structured/
unstructured overset grid system reported earlier by
Duque [20]. This grid system models the rectangular
planform two bladed rotor by Caradonna and Tung [21].
This blade has a NACA0012 cross section, a squared off
tip and an aspect ratio of 6. The overset grid system con-
sists of four separate grids - one grid for the main rotor
blade, two grids for the root and the tip and one for the
far field unstructured wake grid. As shown in Figure 2,
the blade grid captures the overall shape of the geometry
under investigation. The grid accurately resolves the
blade tips through the tip cap grid illustrated in Figure 2.
These grids are overset onto an unstructured grid that is
generated by algebraically subdividing an existing
structured grid into tetrahedral elements.
The rotor in hover computations were performed at
one of the subsonic tip hover test condition reported by
Caradonna and Tung [21 ] (Mti p = 0.439, Re = 1.83 mil-
lion, 8° Collective). The solutions reported earlier with
this grid system were used as initial solutions to the
adaption cases. Three different adaption indicators
(scaled vorticity, level constraint and geometric con-
straint) were applied. Through adaptive refinement, the
grids were brought to a maximum upper limit in the
total number of elements. This upper limit gives a good
comparison of the effect of each adaption indicator for a
given amount of computational resources.
Results and Discussion
In the following calculations, the unstructured grid
was limited to a maximum of 1.3 million tetrahedral ele-
ments, 1.5 million edges, or 230,000 nodes. A maxi-
mum of seven refinement/coarsening steps was
implemented. Each grid refinement/coarsening step
required approximately 300 CPU seconds and a maxi-
mum of 96MW of memory on a Cray C-90. Between
each refinement step, the unstructured-grid flow solver
was run for 250 iterations or 2400 single CPU seconds
to converge the solution. The combined structured/
unstructured flow solver required a maximum of 32MW
of in-core memory on a Cray C-90.
The discussion gives a progressive comparison of
the adapted grids along different cross sections of the
unstructured grid. The results show that one must care-
fully choose and apply the adaption indicator for effi-
cient use of available computational resources. All of
the indicators based on vorticity demonstrate the ability
to adapt to the tip vortex, root vortex, and wake sheet.
However, the relative resolution of these flow features is
highly dependent on the specifics of the adaption indica-
tor. We assume that the most important flow features in
the rotor wake are the tip vortices.
One problem with tetrahedral meshes is that it is
very difficult to subdivide the grid in a truly anisotropic
manner. Isotropic subdivision rapidly leads to high com-
putational costs and the results will show that tetrahe-
dral meshes may not be the ideal unstructured grid
element for helicopter wakes. This is because the pre-
dominate features in helicopter wakes are tip vortices,
which are inherently anisotropic. Hexahedral, or mixed-
element meshes are much better suited for anisotropic
subdivision than their tetrahedral counterparts but these
were not used in the present study.
Figure 3 illustrates the grid for the initial and each of
the adapted grids at the periodic plane 90 ° behind the
blade trailing edge. For comparison, Figure 3a shows
the initial coarse grid. Figure 3b shows the final grid
obtained using the scaled vorticity grid indicator. The
grid shows refinement at the tip vortex region as
denoted. In this region, the grid shows multiple levels of
grid refinement. Grid refinement at the root vortex loca-
tion is also seen.
Figure 3c shows the grid at the same location but
with a maximum limit of three refinement levels. Four
flow features become evident - initial tip vortex, wake
sheet, root vortex and first passage of tip vortex. The
major differences between this adapted grid and the pre-
vious are the increased adaption on the wake sheet and
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themultiple levels of adaption on the root vortex. The
first vortex passage also shows more adaption levels
than with the previous indicator.
Figure 3d shows the periodic plane grid with vortic-
ity scaling, subdivision level limits and with adaption
constrained to two chords inboard and outboard of the
tip. The first noticeable difference between this case and
the previous two is the lack of adaption at the root vor-
tex. This indicator also yields more edge refinement sur-
rounding the primary tip vortex region. No refinement
occurs in the wake sheet region. The refinement in the
first vortex passage location shows a larger refinement
ar_a.
We now move closer to the blade and take a planar
cut through the unstructured grid. The cut is parallel to
and 1.2 chords behind the blade trailing edge. Figure 4a
illustrates the initial coarse grid. The scaled vorticity
indicator result, Figure 4b, shows fine grid refinement at
the tip vortex. This grid cut also shows evidence of
wake roll up and some refinement in the region of the tip
vortex first pass.
Figure 4c shows the grid when limited to three sub-
division adaption levels. This constraint allows the grid
to adapt on more of the inboard wake sheet and on the
first vortex blade passage. The tip vortex and the
inboard wake sheet show the maximum three levels of
adaption from the tip to the root. The first vortex pas-
sage shows two levels of refinement. The region just
below the first passage shows evidence of refinement for
the second blade passage.
Adding the location constraint helps to push more
refinement from the inboard wake sheet to the tip vor-
tex, Figure 4d. As shown, refinement on the inboard
wake sheet cuts off rather abruptly. The three levels of
refinement is maintained at the initial tip vortex forma-
tion. The first blade passage now has a larger refined
region as compared to the two previous indicators. The
second blade passage also shows more refinement in its
respective region.
As we move closer to the blade trailing edge, the
grid is further refined on the tip vortex and wake sheet.
As the refinement increases, the level of vorticity mag-
nitude that convects with the unstructured grid also
increases. The unstructured grid then tends to refine to
the level of the gradients in the flow field. The smallest
gradient scales for a Navier-Stokes computation is the
boundary layer height. Although the unstructured grid
could theoretically refine to the fine scales, the isotropic
subdivision requirement quickly increases the computer
memory requirement.
The grid interface boundary between the structured
and unstructured overset grid highlights this problem
with the isotropic subdivision requirement. Figure 5a
shows the initial interface boundary. The grid then
refines via the scaled vorticity, Figure 5b. Many refine-
ment levels allows for many points to lie within the tip
vortex region. At the wake sheet, the grid begins to
approach the boundary layer scales. Note that far
inboard, the grid abruptly coarsens. This change occurs
because the scheme distributes most of its available
resources into the elements towards the tip. For a fixed
number of total elements, the adaption onto the fine
wake sheet and tip vortex scales has absorbed a large
number of the total allowed elements.
Figure 5c shows the interface boundary with a maxi-
mum of three refinement levels. The grid shows a more
distributed refinement in comparison to the previous
case. The grid refines along the entire blade span. The
root vortex, tip vortex and wake sheet all show three
grid refinement levels. As seen in the wake cut and peri-
odic plane, the level-constrained adaption had more
refinement in the wake sheet and tip vortex regions. This
indicator prevents excessive refinement in the wake
sheet and allows the available resources to be applied
more evenly.
Figure 5d shows the effect of geometrically limiting
the refinement. The adapted region is similar to the pre-
vious case but it doesn't allow refinement on the inboard
blade sections. As seen earlier, this indicator allows for
the refinement to occur predominately in the tip vortex
and allows the solution to carry the tip vortex further
and with less dissipation.
The tip vortex location and strength has a large
effect on the blade loads, especially in hover. Therefore,
the adaption applied here should help to improve the
prediction of blade loads. There is little difference
between the loads predicted using the three different
adaption indicators. Figure6 compares blade loads
obtained by the initial unadapted grid solution, the
adapted grid solution and the measured loads. All three
were obtained by blade surface pressure integration. The
adapted solution shows an improved load distribution at
the blade tip region.
The solution adaptive grid has a large impact on the
predicted flow field. The increased resolution in the tip
vortex allows the solver to convect the wake further and
improves wake convection for up to two blade passages.
Figure 7a illustrates the wake via a surface of constant
vorticity. The surface shows the overall features of the
three dimensional tip vortex and wake sheet. The wake
sheet rolls up into the tip vortex and the surface holds its
shape for half a blade revolution. The tip vortex begins
to drop off as shown by the reduction of the surface.
Figure 7b further illustrates the wake structure through
vorticity magnitude contours. The contours are shown at
the two periodic planes and on a plane parallel to the
blade feather axis. The contours are clipped at a mini-
mum level of 0.01 to a maximum level of 0.1. At these
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levels,themaximumvorticityhasdroppedoff byan
orderofmagnitudeincomparisontothemaximumvor-
ticitylevelsattheoversetboundary.Thecontoursshow
thedissipationfthetipvortexandwake.Thecutplane
showstwodistinctipvortices,althought eyaremuch
reducedinstrength.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a new method capable of com-
puting the viscous regions of helicopter blades and
adapting the grid to the resulting wake solutions. The
method performs the computations by solving the equa-
tions of motion upon a system of overset structured
grids and solution adaptive unstructured grids. Various
implementations of adaption indicators show that appro-
priate constraints on grid refinement help to properly
distribute the grid points. However, the results also
show that unstructured tetrahedral elements are not well
suited for helicopter rotor flowfields. The tip vortex is
the most important flow feature which is inherently an
anisotropic feature. In future work, elements that allow
anisotropic subdivision such as hexahedral elements
will be used.
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Blade Grid Tip Cap and Root Cap Grid
Unstructured Background Wake Grid
Figure 2: Rotor Grid Systems
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